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Dear friends!
A

nother successful year is behind us. Andrea
and Jelena came back to us, and we got a new member namely, our own Nikolina brought little Jere into the world.
Congratulations!
We began the year by preparing a workshop, which we
hosted and organized, and which took place in Mali Lošinj
as part of the EU IPA Adriatic project ˝The Network for
Conservation of Cetaceans and Sea Turtles in the Adriatic NETCET˝. The workshop participants included our project
partners, twelve in total, from Italy, Slovenia, Montenegro,
Albania, and Croatia. The previous edition of ˝Aquamarine˝
already briefly described the project itself, and for those of
you who have just joined us, it is important to say the main
goal of this project is the development of a joint strategy
for the protection of cetaceans and sea turtles in the
Adriatic Sea through regional cooperation. You can read
more about the project at www.netcet.eu.
This summer, as part of the NETCET project, the Sea Turtle
Rescue Centre was opened at Sunčana uvala in Mali Lošinj.
The President of the Republic of Croatia, Mr Ivo Josipović,
opened the Centre on July 19th. The first ˝beneficiary˝ of
the Centre was a female loggerhead sea turtle who had
problems with diving. Following a short recuperation that
lasted just a few days, the young sea turtle was returned
to the sea from a nearby beach. You can read more about
this on our web site (link).
The Blue World Institute organized and conducted its
second aerial study on marine vertebrates. The goal was to
determine the number and abundance of marine mammals
and sea turtles in the Adriatic Sea. Read more about this
on our web site (link).
Earth Day was marked by organising a clean-up of space
set aside for the founding of the Marine Science Centre
in Mali Lošinj. The goal was to attract the attention of the
local populace to this dilapidated area and to present the
project to them. Initiation of the Marine Science Centre
secured us the CBTour 2013 award. We thank all our
volunteers who rolled up their sleeves and made this event
happen. More information on all activities can be found on
our web site (link).
July 1st marked the 21st annual Dolphin Day. Roughly one
hundred children from Croatia and abroad participated in
this cheerful event. It included traditional activities such as
art workshops, a water polo tournament, and an evening
concert, while the children enjoyed the long-awaited
treasure hunt.
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We proudly present to you a new project that looks into
the ecology of common bottlenose dolphins in northern
Dalmatia. The goal of this project is to get to know the
bottlenose dolphins in the unexplored waters between
Lošinj and Vis. For the first time, researchers and
volunteers are taking up residence on the sailing ship
˝Anika˝, which serves as a mobile research base. In this
edition of ˝Aquamarine˝, you can read how the inaugural
research season was carried out.

While conducting routine research on August 23rd near the
island of Olib, we found Bojan, one of our most residential
and well-known dolphins, with a harpoon in his back.
Despite his injury, Bojan was behaving normally, showing
no sign of exhaustion. Our researchers monitored his
condition and movement. Just under one month later, it
was discovered that the harpoon had fallen off, but the
deep wound had not yet fully healed. We suppose the
harpoon fell off due to force upon hitting the water during
a jump. Dolphins get rid of parasites on their back in a
similar way. We are thankful to all those who took great
interest in Bojan’s condition. You can find Bojan’s story on
our web site (link).
This autumn, for the first time, we organized the Open
Door Days. During this event all those interested had an
opportunity to participate in regular monitoring of common
bottlenose dolphins in the waters of the Kvarnerić. Nice
weather resulted in a large response. Almost everyone
was able to see the dolphins, and they had a chance to
experience what it’s like to be a marine biologist for a few
hours.
The end of the season was marked by a sad occasion.
Our researchers discovered a dolphin that had passed
away in a cove near Veli Lošinj. An autopsy later revealed
the dolphin in question to be an older female who died
as a result of intestinal entanglement. Unfortunately, due
to the poor condition of her back fin, it was impossible to
determine whether she was among the dolphins known
to us.
The Lošinj Marine Education Centre was once again very
popular this year. Namely, during 2013, we were visited
by a whopping 8,369 visitors. During spring and autumn
the most common visitors were groups (tourist, preschool,
school, and student), while individual visitors were most
frequent during the summer months.
On the basis of survey results regarding the quality of
services offered, we received an award from the Mali
Lošinj Tourist Board through their program ˝Secret visitor
to Lošinj˝. Credit for this award also goes to our summer
reinforcements, Andrea, Valentina, Mirta, and Kristina, who
contributed to this award through their effort, work ethic,
and good will.
After wrapping up a successful season, we immediately
began planning and organizing new activities for the
upcoming 2014 season.
Visit our Facebook page, which regularly shows news
related to all our activities, accompanied by photographs.
We invite you to participate in the creation of the page
content through your commentary. Write down your
thoughts, add pictures, or simply click ˝Like˝ on our page.
Greetings to all our readers
from Veli Lošinj!
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Adriatic Dolphin Project - Lošinj
The waters around Cres and Lošinj have

been a research area for the residential community
of common bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
for the last 26 years. Started in 1987, it is the longest
active research of a residential community of dolphins
in the Mediterranean Sea. The estimated population
of common bottlenose dolphins residing in this area
is about 180 individuals. However, during this time
period almost 600 dolphins have been recorded in
our catalogue. The estimated population size differs
from our catalogue largely because of population
death rates (old animals die off, new ones are born),
but also because of the fact that some research was
conducted outside the regular area of research, and
dolphins were also photographed there.
By November 2013, dolphins have been spotted at
sea on 104 occasions. The largest group included 38
dolphins. It was quite unexpected to have a sighting
with such a large number of animals. Despite having
spotted larger groups over the years, they commonly
contain up to ten dolphins on average. This is why
researchers expected to see a similar number of
individuals when they spotted a few dorsal fins from
a great distance near the island of Palaciol. However,
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when they came closer, they very quickly realized this
would be a much larger group. In these instances,
complete attention of the researchers is of utmost
importance. They should primarily determine the
number of dolphins. This is not a simple task at all
because the animals almost never surface together.
Researchers should be careful to take photographs
of all dorsal fins in order to later determine which
animals were spotted in the group, and to confirm
their total number. Only after the job is done can
the people on board relax and enjoy being in the
presence of such a large number of dolphins.
Upon returning to Veli Lošinj, another surprise
awaited the researchers. They were astonished by
the number of photographs they had taken during
three hours with the group. Their memory card
contained 800 of them! All of them had to be looked
over, marked, and checked... Careful scrutiny of
the photographs revealed the presence of Kiko,
Pelinkovac, Saturn, Quirin, Basta, Andrea, Indy, Jop,
Kiselo, Ivan, and Neverin.
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Regular research activity mainly takes place in the
Kvarnerić area, i.e. the space between the islands
of Lošinj, Cres, Pag, and Rab. However, weather
permitting, research is conducted at open sea,
towards Susak and the neighbouring area. The
goal is to determine whether these dolphins inhabit
the outer side of Lošinj and Cres as well as the
Kvarnerić. In early July, researchers set out towards
Susak and noticed a trawler hauling in a catch on
the northern part of the island. Bottlenose dolphins
sometimes follow trawlers as they hunt for injured
and/or frightened fish, and this kind of interaction
is not always coincidental. In areas that lack prey,
dolphins follow trawlers very often, in an effort to

extract the fish from the trawl-nets. In addition, they
sometimes take fish out of gillnets. Fishermen incur
a loss and dolphins make themselves susceptible to
injury or entanglement in the nets. Thus, monitoring
the interaction between dolphins and trawlers
is part of our routine research. Upon spotting a
trawler, researchers stop at a distance of about one
hundred meters behind the boat and observe the
area for approximately five minutes. Dolphins diving
in order to catch prey usually surface within this
period because they need to inhale fresh air. This
when they can be spotted. And indeed, the trawler
was being followed by six dolphins. The researchers
photographed them as usual and then decided to
take a quick break. They turned off their engine and
enjoyed a view of the sea that was as calm as a mirror.
It didn’t take long before they realized they weren’t
alone! There were a few loggerhead sea turtles on
the surface, basking in the sun. Loggerhead sea
turtles are cold-blooded animals, and they obtain
the much needed heat from the environment.
Resting on the surface makes them easy to spot in
their natural habitat, but they are also at their most
vulnerable because they can be struck by fastmoving vessels. In addition to the sea turtles, an
unusual fin showed up on the surface. Commotion
ensued on the boat and someone asked: ˝Is that a
shark? Maybe a common thresher shark?” The tall,
narrow, and curved tail fin guided the researchers
toward that conclusion, but the animal disappeared
before they were able to observe it better. They left
the area to go back to Lošinj thinking their day was
complete. But, some tourists let them know that they
had found a sea turtle that couldn’t dive in. Instead
of heading ˝home˝, the researchers went to pick up
the sea turtle. The small loggerhead sea turtle was
unsuccessfully trying to dive in and swim away,
so we transported it to the new Sea Turtle Rescue
Centre. A veterinarian decided the sea turtle should
be kept there for monitoring, at least for a few days.
Read more about the Sea Turtle Rescue Centre and
this story on our web site (link) and Facebook pages
(link).

This September, we ˝opened our doors˝ in order to
bring our work closer to fellow citizens, tourists, and
visitors. All those interested had the opportunity
to spend a day at sea with us. During one of the
afternoon excursions, a young married couple
joined us, with an ardent desire to see dolphins
for the first time in their lives. We set off for Ilovik.
The first encounter at sea was with a jellyfish! The
Mediterranean jellyfish (Cotylorhiza tuberculata)
is a frequent species in the Adriatic. Although the
poison found in its cnidocytes is not dangerous to
most people, many have experienced the misfortune
of touching the tentacles of related species, and
they can still remember the painful burns. The next
encounter – a loggerhead sea turtle. We stopped to
have a look and take pictures, but in a moments time
there were dolphins swimming in our direction! There
were ten of them nearby, accompanied by their
youngsters. Calves are usually exceptionally curious
and will gladly approach vessels. Three young
dolphins were bow riding! What a gift for our guests!
This year we crossed more than 2,500 nautical
miles and spent more than 150 hours at sea. The
demanding season was successfully brought to
a close thanks to the work of our researchers, but
also with the help of volunteers and trainees. A total
of 19 volunteers from European countries, but also
from faraway lands such as Australia, Singapore,
and Canada, in addition to five trainees from the
United States, Canada, Netherlands, and Germany,
contributed to the preparation and processing of
gathered data with their dedication and hard work.
The trainees, in addition to performing other tasks,
also wrote numerous successful seminars for their
universities. We congratulate them and thank them
for their help!
In closing, a little reminder to all readers of
˝Aquamarine˝. Although the population of ˝our˝
bottlenose dolphins in the Kvarnerić area has been
relatively stable in the last few years, it is important
to say that it still remains endangered. Thus, further
work on research and supervision is essential. As for
us, our dedication goes without question. In addition,
the fact that you supported our project by adopting a
dolphin demonstrates that your dedication also goes
without question, does it not? Thank you for your
support!
Written by: Tihana Vučur
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We looked back at the events that evening with
pleasure while in search of dolphins around Vis Island.
There were photographs to be taken, new animals to
be acquainted with and old ones to say hi to. This
was part of our continuous efforts in monitoring the
population. We believe the following year will also be
successful. In the meantime, we have ample time to
think of other pressing issues that are bound to drag
us out to the open sea.
Written by: Jure Miočić-Stošić
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If you are a marine biologist in search for answers,
things start to unwind. In no time at all you are out
at sea on a large research vessel belonging to the
Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries in Split
(“Bios Dva”), equipped with a whole array of tools

However, there is light at the end of any tunnel. It
just so happens it appeared on our boat, anchored
alongside Brusnik Island in the darkness of a calm
spring night. To be more precise, the searchlights
on the side of the boat turned on shining directly at
the surface. Not long from then, a myriad of different
organisms were drawn to us and began to rise from
the depths. We were kneeling on the deck with
small hand nets and eyes wide open, monitoring
the activities on the surface. Randomly distributed
amongst the tunicates we had already become
accustomed to, there were small aggregations of
polychaetes speedily swimming in circles. These
were interrupted by very small fish, mostly larvae
of familiar species, but with completely different
appearances than the adults. Every now and then,
we could see flying squid swimming by, followed by
tens of chub mackerel searching for an easy meal. As
time passed by, there were increasingly remarkable

Eventually, you look down the net and there it is…this
is what you have been looking for the past week…
several of them, actually. Then you realise there are
more at reach and you know that you had a break.
Actually, you know you provoked luck by being
curious, through hard work and persistence. Although
the euphasiids appeared in small numbers, we were
a step closer to finding the large aggregations that
would explain why fin whales come to these waters.
The ones we caught were juveniles so it is likely are
search was conducted a few weeks too early.
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Blue World Institute researchers had the opportunity
to observe fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus) in the
vicinity of Vis Island on more than one occasion. In
the past few years, increasingly more fishermen and
tourists have reported sightings of fin whales in this
area. Data concerning their behaviour, reasons for
appearing and duration of presence in the Adriatic
are still scarce. The lack of proper information can

have an impact on the well-being of these animals
as they are more often than not considered to be
occasional visitors in no need of special attention
and protection. Our own observations point to the
fact that they could be regularly using this area in
currently unknown numbers. Why they choose
to come here in certain parts of the year probably
comes down to a very simple solution – food. This
is when the bulbs begin to light up above our heads
because the proposed explanation can only be true
if an obvious, but extremely important question is
answered – what do they feed on? What comes
next can be considered a small lecture in ecology
showing an example of how you sometimes need
to follow something very small in order to find
something very big. It is a well-known fact that fin
whales in other parts of the world feed mainly on
small euphasiid crustaceans. These are present in
such huge numbers their biomass can support even
very large animals, like whales. As if this was not
sufficiently bad news for the euphasiids, many fish
and birds find them to be extremely tasty and join
the feast. This small crustacean (Meganyctiphanes
sp.) is only a few centimetres long and spends its life
filtering the water in search of food you would have a
hard time seeing without a microscope. Still, it holds
the key or at least represents part of the explanation
for the migrations of fin whales in the Mediterranean.
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veryone can sometimes find themself
in front of a wall, looking up at the sky in search of
answers. If you are a scientist the neck pain will be
there very often. Part of what a scientist does involves
solving problems arising from everyday work.
However, it doesn’t end there. Researchers depend
on their own curiosity and creativity to think of as
many problems as they can. A prize awaits everyone
who manages to find the answers, as they will
contribute to the overall understanding of the world.
As a result there will often be other barriers in sight.
Believe it or not, this is a reward in itself. Provided you
are persistent enough, many answers will come to
you when communicating with colleagues and during
careful planning of the appropriate methodology
needed to approach the problem. Still, sometimes
you just need life to throw you a bone. This is also
where the story of our presence on Vis starts.

organisms appearing like the parasitic crustaceans
resembling aliens from Hollywood blockbusters. It is
easy to lose track of time while watching this movie
play out in front of you in a small area lit up by the
searchlight. The suspense of what might come next
keeps you awake and can only be characterised as
pure happiness for a biologist holding a net.
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Adriatic Dolphin Project - Vis

supposed to help in finding what seems to be a
needle in the haystack. You tow a net all over the
place in the company of coleagues from the Institute
for Marine and Coastal Research in Dubrovnik while
trying to predict where these little creatures could be
hiding, looking at displays and reacting to any speck
on the screen as if it were a huge aggregation of
euphasiids. Needless to say, you are brought back
into the real world each time the net hits the deck
and your reward remains elusive. What then should
you say when nature spews out an outrageous
number of barrel shaped tunicates (Salpa sp.), filling
the nets and making it harder for you to work. You
start realising there is a wall appearing in front of
you while sitting on the side of the ship, looking at
endless chains of connected tunicates drifting by in
the current. The sun is setting as the expedition is
nearing its end without much hope of a successful
morning.
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Yelkouan shearwater
Puffinus yelkouan
The Yelkouan shearwater is a bird belonging to the
family of tubenoses (Procellaridae), in many ways
resembling the wider known wandering albatros
(Diomedea exulans). We can come accros these birds
out at open sea. They fly very close to the sea surface
so it is sometimes very hard to notice them among
the waves. They rest on water and visit islands only
during breeding season. The colonies can be found on
detached islands and islets of eastern Adriatic. As a
rule, they only lay one egg and feed the young only
at night. They are threatened by rats feeding on eggs
and chicks, as well as fishing operations. They are
therefore protected by Croatian law.

The idea is old, probably as old as the Adriatic
Dolphin Project. During many years of field work
we managed to get well acquainted with dolphins
living around the islands of Lošinj and Vis. But, our
curiosity was always driving us to keep wondering
about what is going on with dolphins in areas that
are beyond our reach. Are there any animals there?
How many? Are these the same individuals we know
of from Lošinj and Vis archipelagos? Do they belong
to some other population? Do they occasionally…
It is obvious there are numerous questions. In order
to obtain all the answers, our desire and good will
were not enough. Although we often started boat
trips with the intention to survey distant areas, the
weather and the inability to reach great distances
were always forcing us to return to early.
Then, as it sometimes happens in life, luck smiled
upon us and we got an opportunity to finally set up a
research base with access to distant areas. Not just
any kind of field base, but a mobile one! A five meter
inflatable boat and a 14 m wooden kutter, named
“Anika” were donated to us for the duration of the

“Anika” is a boat with a soul, an old timer, originally
built in 1936. Although it was completely renovated
in 2000, it still required some regular maintenance
and repairs. We started preparing it for the season
with ample enthusiasm. This is why we had to switch
professions for a while. Instead of biologists, we
were electricians, mechanics, wooden ship builders
as well as any other occupation needed to make the
“Old Lady” fit for the planned 4-month expedition.
In parallel with physical work at the shipyard, we
developed data collection protocols and defined the
study area – spanning from the islands of Silba and
Olib in the north, to the islands of Žirje and Zlarin in
the south. After two months of preparations, the big
moment arrived. We were very excited and had great
expectations!
On the 5th of June, the fuel tanks were full of diesel,
storage and the refrigerator were loaded with food
supplies and what was left of the storage room was
packed with research equipment. We were full of
enthusiasm. With the rib towed behind the stern,
we left port of Murter, heading south to the island
of Kaprije. Our first “mission” was to survey the
southern portion of the study area, including part of
Kornati National Park. Although our thoughts were
already with the dolphins, the first day at sea was set
aside for testing the boat and the equipment as well
as practicing mooring and anchoring manoeuvres.
We spent the night in a secluded bay and in the
morning it was finally time for our first survey in
search of dolphins. In addition, this was the first
real test for the rib. The boat drives smoothly and
quietly with well-organized working space – it was
clear that long hours on the sea should not be a
problem. We were gliding on the surface that was
completely calm. Like a mirror. In such conditions
a well trained eye can spot a dolphin’s dorsal fin

Meanwhile, our skipper was slowly sailing on board
the “Anika”, bringing the boat towards Kornati where
we met at the end of the first (and very successful)
survey. It was time to store and sort the collected
photographs and other data. We were very anxious
to compare the photographs with the existing
catalogue of bottlenose dolphins from around Lošinj
and Vis islands, but we found no match. This area
is quite far from both research bases, so it is not
strange that in the first days we kept seeing new,
unidentified dolphins.

Eco-volunteers from all over the Europe joined us in
the following weeks. Although we were now stronger
in numbers, there was always plenty of work to do.
On nice days, during favourable weather conditions,
we were surveying the study area for up to eight
hours a day. While the researchers and volunteers
were on the rib, the skipper was moving “Anika” (our
mobile office and home) from one bay to another,
from one island to another. The study area is very
large and the method requires to conduct a complete
survey twice a month so there’s no time to lose.
Every day at sea brought something new. Years of
experience, accumulated working at the Lošinj field
base, gave us the confidence needed to pull it off.
Still, being in a new area was a great reminder that
there is always something new to learn. It seemed
that the dolphins were behaving slightly different as
it was more difficult to approach a group. Perhaps,
this is because they don’t know our boat yet. We
also noticed that, compared to the area around
Lošinj, there are almost no bottom trawlers operating
here. However, there are numerous fish farms in this
area. The fish are fed with food that passes through
the cage netting and attracts wild fish. Bottlenose
dolphins are aware of this which is why visiting
fish farms became part of their daily routine. They
can get an “easy lunch” around the cages. In spite
of the obvious benefits, this practice also bears
the risk of accidental entanglement in the netting.
Unfortunately, we witnessed one such case of
entanglement. On several occasions, we observed
and monitored the behaviour of a dolphin that was
staying for weeks at a fish farm near the island of
Košara. A nylon rope, entangled around its body, cut
through the skin and muscle, creating serious injury
and pain. A brief check of our data base revealed

Northern Dalmatia
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Adriatic Dolphin Project

at distances greater than two kilometres which
was definitely a good sign. Indeed, after about one
hour, we spotted something on the horizon. A dot
that kept appearing and disappearing. Excited, but
professionally calm, we wrote down the coordinates
and turned the rib towards the spot. Upon getting a
little closer, there was no doubt that we had the first
dolphin sighting in the new project! The feeling was
great! To make the moment even more memorable,
this dolphin was sighted swimming between two
islets named Dupinići, meaning “small dolphins”
in Croatian. We are still debating whether there is
some deeper significance to this coincidence. For
obvious reasons, we decided to name the dolphin
“Number one”. “Number one” later joined another
six dolphins, one of which was a calf. After such a
promising start we kept searching for dolphins and
didn’t wait long. Just as we entered Kornati National
Park, we stumbled upon another group of dolphins,
next to an islet called Babina Guzica, meaning
“grandma’s butt” (by now you must be thinking that
we are kidding about the names, but you can always
check the map). This group consisted of younger,
playful dolphins, treating us with some aerobatic
display which was a unique sight considering there
were barren islands of the Kornati archipelago in the
background.

n u s)

“Aquamarine”, in which we shared our excitement
regarding the opening of a new research base on the
island of Vis. Today, six years later, we are proudly
presenting another expansion of our research
program. This summer we started a new research
project in northern Dalmatia! This ambitious project
aims at acquiring knowledge about the ecology of
bottlenose dolphins in a previously unsurveyed
area. Furthermore, the new data and the knowledge
from the two existing study sites will be merged and
used to get an insight into the status of bottlenose
dolphins in the northern and central Adriatic.

project. This is exactly what is needed for prolonged
stays at sea.

th y n

Some of you may recall the 2007 issue of
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European shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis)
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that the same dolphin was seen near another fish
farm the previous year, with the same injury. This
case reminded us of how complex the interaction
between human activities and wildlife can be.
The described case saddened us, but unfortunately,
there was another which evoked shock and anger. In
August, while surveying the northern part of our study
area, we spotted a dolphin that had a harpoon stuck
in its back! After the initial shock, we soon realized
it was Bojan, a male bottlenose dolphin that we’ve
known very well from the Cres-Lošinj archipelago.
Although badly injured, Bojan’s behaviour was normal
– due to usual swimming speed and diving intervals
we could not approach him in order to help. This was
frustrating, but several weeks later, colleagues from
the Lošinj field base saw Bojan without the harpoon,
swimming in a large group of dolphins, with his
usual companions. Bojan’s unfortunate episode will
probably have a happy end. We are concerned with
the fact that there are still people out there, capable
of deliberately hurting a helpless wild animal.
Despite these two ugly stories, we will certainly
look back at the first season in good light. Weather
conditions were very favourable to us – somehow we
managed to avoid all the “neveras” - the infamous
Adriatic sudden summer storms. There were even
many days with flat sea which gave us a lot of
time for surveying. We finished the season having
travelled 4,600 km in total, recording 73 sightings
of bottlenose dolphins in only four months! This
large amount of data will provide the first insight
into the status of bottlenose dolphins in northern
Dalmatia and help make future research more
efficient. Besides bottlenose dolphins, we recorded
numerous sightings of other endangered and
protected species, bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus)
and common European sea shag (Phalacrocorax
aristotelis), to name but a few.
Education is an important component in achieving
conservation goals and has always been part of Blue
World Institute’s activities. This is why we organized
a public lecture in Sali (island of Dugi Otok), aimed
at promoting marine environment conservation ideas
among locals and tourists. We are very thankful to
Mr Ante Mihić for all the help in organising this event.
This project was supported by The Rufford
Foundation and Kornati National Park to whom we
are very grateful for their financial support. Also, a
huge “Thank you!” goes to all eco-volunteers and
dolphin adopters supporting Blue World Institute
and enabling us to make one more step towards
understanding the ecology of bottlenose dolphins in
the Adriatic Sea.

NP Kornati
Part of Kornati archipelago
was made into a national
park in 1980 due to
well-preserved marine
communities, interesting
geomorphology and
exceptional landscape.

Written by: Grgur Pleslić
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Code of conduct
while dolphin watching
There is a thin line between enjoying

dolphin watching, with minimal impact on their
behaviour, and causing severe disturbance
while chasing them around. It is all too easy
to step over this line if you are not careful and
observant.

Like us, dolphins exhibit various natural
behaviours throughout the day. They all serve
a particular purpose and contribute to the
overall health and survival of individuals within
the group. These include feeding, travelling,
resting, maternal care, social interactions and
others. Having this in mind, it is clear that by
approaching dolphins in the wild, we are creating
a disturbance in their routine. To a certain extent,
we are forcing them to abandon their current
activities in order to deal with our presence.
Persistent disturbance may cause long-term
negative impacts such as stress related health
issues, reduced reproductive success or

avoidance of previously very important areas.
What we choose to do when we encounter these
animals is going to make a huge difference in
respect to their well-being. Observing their
behaviour at all times is paramount as well as
following simple guidelines available in detail on
our website (www.blue-world.org/en/dolphinwatching).

CODE OF CONDUCT

Stay with the animals for up to
30 minutes. Accelerate gradually
when leaving.

WHILE DOLPHIN WATCHING

Following these simple rules gives
you a chance to enjoy watching
dolphins in the wild with minimal
impact on their behavior.

DO NOT
APPROACH
HEAD ON

!

CAUTION
Feeding, chasing or swimming
with dolphins is PROHIBITED
by Croatian law.

by public funds from the Netherlands.
Blue World Institute is using support
from the National Foundation for Civil
Society Development.

3

GIVE THEM SPACE
Do not come closer than 50m. Let them
decide to approach you . If there are
other boats around, increase the
distance from the group.

DOLPHINS NEED
PRIVACY, JUST LIKE US

50 m

DO NOT
APPROACH
FROM BEHIND
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DO NOT OVERSTAY
YOUR WELCOME

2

They will let you know if
you are not welcome! Leave
immediately if you hear loud
exhalation or observe very
small animals, tail slapping,
changes in swimming
direction or prolonged dives.

FOLLOW PARALLEL
TO THEIR COURSE

Keep the engine in neutral
while they are diving. Do not
rush to reach them after
they surface.

INTRODUCE
YOURSELF POLITELY
Approach slowly from their side.
Avoid sudden changes of speed
and direction.

1

Blue World Institute, Kaštel 24,
51551 Veli Lošinj, Croatia
e-mail: info@blue-world.org
t. +385 51 604666, f. +385 51 604668
www.blue-world.org/en/dolphin-watching/
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Bottlenose dolphin
Tursiops truncatus
The future of the shot bottlenose dolphin
Bojan was uncertain when this photo was
taken. The dolphin was since sighted
without the harpoon and is recovering.

IVAN

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
JOP
I

S

antiago is one of the female dolphins that
prefer to use the southern part of our research area.
This year she was sighted in the area between the
islands of Premuda and Silba as well as near Ilovik
Island. This summer we were surprised to see this
dolphin in front of Veli Lošinj. We first came across
Santiago on the 1st of May and had three more
encounters this season. She is now preoccupied
with maternal care which means she is more careful
and doesn’t approach boats as close as she used
to. She is always keeping her calf at a safe distance.
Her two-year old calf seems respectful of his
mother’s caution, in spite of the inherent playfulness
of young dolphins. We noticed that, in addition to
Bora, Santiago became good friends with one other
dolphin. Babe regularly appears in the same group
as they do. Santiago usually prefers the company of
adult dolphins so we were surprised and pleased to
see her with other female dolphins and calves. In late
July, we came across a group with Santiago and her
calf as well as a number of newborns, like Jeff’s and
Maja’s. We are looking forward to new interactions
with this careful mother and her obedient calf!

SANTIAGO
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van is one of the dolphins we spent a lot of
time with this year. Don’t allow yourself to be fooled
by this dolphin’s male name... This individual is in
fact a young female which gave birth to her first calf
last year. She has been a caring mother since. We
had eight sightings of Ivan in the past year, occurring
mainly along the eastern coast of Lošinj Island.
A couple of times, we observed this animal in the
central and northern part of the research area, near
the islands of Oruda, Orjule and Trstenik. Every time
Ivan took a breath, there was a small fin alongside her
body. Her small calf was swimming along and was
easily discernible from others due to slightly lighter
skin tone. Most of the time they were in the company
of other mothers with calves, like Andrea, Nataša
and Kiko. In late July, these mother dolphins showed
us a great deal of confidence by letting their calves
play close to our inflatable boat. They entertained us
with their acrobatics and jumps, at the same time
curiously investigating our actions. We very pleased
that Ivan chooses to stay in this area throughout the
year, regardless of the season, and there is no doubt
that we will see her again soon.

S

till a teenager, five-year-old Jop is
definitely becoming one of the most frequently seen
dolphins around the island of Lošinj. Throughout
the year, we had eleven sightings of this easily
recognizable dolphin! In August alone, we had
four opportunities to enjoy his company. Frequent
sightings in spite of the noise and disturbance
caused by a huge number of boats suggest that
Kvarnerić remains an important area for bottlenose
dolphins. This year, we were most often entertained
by Jop’s playfulness in the vicinity of the islands of
Oruda and Palaciol as well as the triangle between
the islands of Oruda, Ilovik and Silba. We saw him
feeding behind a trawler several times, always in the
company of other dolphins. Despite the fact that he
has been showing signs of independence for quite
some time, we are still observing him in the presence
of his mom. He is often socializing with another
caring mother, Celina and her calf. We are looking
forward to future interactions with our favourite
dolphin Jop! This will, without any doubt, be marked
with his favourite activity – multiple jumps!

T

his year we met Tac only once. It was
unusual to come across this dolphin exactly halfway
between the islands of Oruda and Silba. Her
distinctive dorsal fin has a notch in the lower part
and hasn’t changed in the past year. Her five-yearold calf is also recognisable and had no changes in
appearance. Tac was observed in a group consisting
of a few females with calves. Among others, we
recognized Grifo, Leja, Dany, Benede and Mirna. In
recent years, this female proved to be a very devoted
mother, taking care of her young. She was already
known to babysit other calves so it was not surprising
to observe the same behaviour on this occasion too.
The fact that her own calf is gradually becoming
independent, allows Tac to occasionally take care
of other young dolphins in the group. Her calf was
spending time playing and having fun with other
youngsters and bow-riding in front of our research
vessel. We hope there will be more opportunities to
socialize with Tac next year!

TAC
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
BOA

S

ir David has been the trademark of bottlenose
dolphins around Vis Island since our first encounter in
2007. Every time we come across a group of dolphins,
his presence immediately becomes obvious. He is
easy to spot because of the highly marked dorsal
fin which is a testament of interaction with other
individuals. This male dolphin stands out because of
dominant behaviour as well. Unfortunately, we only
had a couple of opportunities to see him this year
as the season was quite short. In spite of this, we
managed to get a glimpse of one extraordinary jump
confirming the dolphin is in good health. As usuaI,
we found him in the company of several other males
we often saw in the past few years - Franko, Roko
and Rudi. Regardless of which one appeared on
the surface first, we could always expect to see the
others in no time at all.

I

n the past few years, Boa managed to squeeze in the
group of dolphins we are most fond of. This is mainly
because of the way she behaves on the surface.
While breaching, this dolphin resembles a young calf
more than other adult members of the group. Due to
problems with breathing, the usual blow is missing
and the animals is gulping air. However, Boa seems
to be healthy in every other respect. Because of the
peculiar way of breathing, she is very recognizable
and almost always the first individual to be identified.
This makes her a sort of flag-bearer, indicating which
dolphins we might expect to see in the group, even
from very far away. Just like last year, we found
Boa in the vicinity of Hvar Island, probably looking
for trawlers offering an easy meal. Her calf is doing
well and follows her in all activities. They are both
friendly and allow us to come very close. We try to
warrant this trusty behaviour by photographing them
as quickly as possible and moving away when we’re
done.

SIR DAVID

Written by: Mateja Zekan and Jure Miočić-Stošić
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Educational programme
The popularity of the Blue World Institute

is growing every year, both among the scientific
community and among preschools and schools,
which are taking more and more interest in our
educational program. During 2013, over 1,800
children and youth of various age groups participated
in our lectures and workshops. As expected, the
largest number of groups visited us in May and June.
What makes us especially satisfied is that, other
than having visitors from Croatian schools and
preschools, the number of school groups visiting
from other European Union countries is on the rise.
This year, five groups of high schoolers from Germany
participated in specialized, day-long programs. And
the education centre has become an unavoidable
stopover for many Austrian high schoolers on their
field education program.
Our new project ˝Little School of Natural Science˝
started with the beginning of the new school year.
This is an extracurricular activity for children living
within the City of Mali Lošinj. A few groups of children
have been included in this project, led by the Blue
World Institute’s educational team and an external
associate teacher Marinela Cukrov. A group of 25
elementary school students from Mali Lošinj gathers
every Thursday at Sunčana uvala in Mali Lošinj.
Around ten children from Veli Lošinj meet every
Tuesday at the Lošinj Marine Education Centre. The
youngest beneficiaries are students of the preschool
˝Cvrčak˝ (Cricket), which is also our partner in this
project. Our educators visit the children once a week
on their preschool grounds to teach them about
nature through games. The program is split up into
three sections: botany, zoology, and ecology. The
content is presented to the children during thematic
and creative workshops, presentations, field
education, practical work, and through numerous
entertaining games. It is important to mention that
the ˝Little School of Natural Science˝ is taking place
under the auspices of the Fund for Environmental
Protection and Energy Efficiency and the City of
Mali Lošinj, and with the approval of the Croatian
Education and Teacher Training Agency.
So as not to leave out the other communities on the
island of Lošinj and neighbouring islands, we thought
up a project intended for them, with cooperation
from the elementary school ˝Mario Martinolić˝ in
Mali Lošinj. The name of the project is ˝Our Island’s
Living World˝, and many regional schools on the
Lošinj archipelago will participate. During the 201314 school year, we will visit regional schools in Veli
Lošinj and Nerezine, and on the islands of Ilovik,
Susak, and Unije. We plan to organize lectures
and workshops for these children, with the goal of
familiarizing them with our island’s living world. The
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NEW OFFERS IN OUR EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM FOR 2014

project successfully began in November, with children from
the regional school Nerezine. The project is being financially
supported by the Ministry of Regional Development and EU
Funds and the City of Mali Lošinj.
Written: Jelena Basta

Due

to exceptional interest among participants
of our educational program, as well as visitors to
the Lošinj Marine Educational Centre, this year
we updated our workbooks about life in the sea.
They were translated into several languages,
including English, German, and Italian, with plans
for a Slovenian edition. In cooperation with the firm
Jadranka Hotels, Inc., we developed educational
programs for the youngest hotel and camp visitors
under the title ˝Little School about the Sea˝. The
program, scheduled to begin in 2014, will include a
three-day instruction about the marine environment
and its inhabitants at the Sea Turtle Rescue Centre.
Each participant will receive a diploma, a set of
workbooks, and a surprise gift upon completion of
the program.
We have prepared new lectures and workshops
for all school and preschool groups. During the
winter months, we will update and supplement
existing programs. Starting next spring, groups can
participate in the field workshop ˝The Sea and Us˝,
in which participants familiarize themselves with the
basics of oceanography and the impact of humans
on the sea and sea shore. The workshop ˝Secrets
of the Island’s Forest˝ will enable participants to turn
on all their senses and experience the pine forest in
an entirely new way. Other than visiting the newlyopened Sea Turtle Rescue Centre, we also highly
recommend the workshop ˝The World of Sea Turtles˝,
which allows participants to better get to know
these magnificent animals. The workshop ˝Fish˝ is
the best choice for all those who wish to learn more
about the biology and ecology of fish, species of
fish, and fishing. ˝Biodiversity in the Sea˝ is an allencompassing story about marine inhabitants and
their mutual relationships.
We also developed a workshop adapted for children
and youth with special needs called ˝Story about the
Sea˝.
We call upon all those interested to contact us and
book one of the workshops mentioned above.

CONTACT
Blue World Institute of Marine Research and
Conservation
Kaštel 24
51551 Veli Lošinj, Croatia
Tel: +385 51 604 666 Fax: +385 51 604 668
e-mail: info@blue-world.org
www.blue-world.org
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PRESENTING

Imperial blackfish
Schedophilus ovalis
The imperial blackfish is not a common
species in the Adriatic. Juvenile fish
associate with jellyfish and can also be
found in the shadow of floating objects.
These fish can grow up to 80 centimetres
long. Adults are mainly found in deeper
water, near the sea bed.

Sea turtle
to the public, which has three recovery pools. Sea
turtles are released upon recovery and some of them
are tagged for future monitoring. The tags enable us
to track their movement, observe their recovery and
learn more about the biology of these mysterious
reptiles.

The Sea Turtle Rescue Centre was founded as part of
the Network for the Conservation of Cetaceans and
Sea Turtles in the Adriatic (NETCET), a project cofunded by the IPA CBC Adriatic Programme. One of
the objectives of NETCET is the establishment of a
sea turtle rescue centre network along the Adriatic
cost. The project is managed by 13 partners from
Italy, Slovenia, Montenegro, Albania and Croatia.
This is a place where injured sea turtles get all the
help they need. The centre consists of an operating
room with an intensive care pool and an area open

This season, we had 900 visitors and we hope this
is only the beginning of public interest in sea turtles.

Written by: Paula Počanić
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The first “patient” we had in the Sea Turtle Rescue
Centre was a young female loggerhead sea turtle
named Sansego. It was found floating on the sea
surface close to the island of Susak (previously
known as Sansego). Sansego was quickly transferred
to the Sea Turtle Rescue Centre, where it was
examined by the local veterinarian. He established
that the problem was caused by gas build-up in the
intestines which can occur as a reaction to stress.
The veterinarian suggested Sansego stayed in for a
few days of observation. In spite of the short stay in
the Centre, the turtle gained more than a few fans
asking about her progress on a daily basis. In the
beginning, she wasn`t very interested in the food we
were offering, but after three days she was hungry
and ate everything on the menu, including sardines
and crabs. After five days, Sansego recovered and
was released from the nearby Borik beach. The
media showed great interest for this event as well as
the tourists gathering on the beach.

Another important role of the Sea Turtle Rescue
Centre is education. All sea turtle species are
protected by Croatian law and included in the IUCN
(International Union for Conservation of Nature) Red
list of Endangered Species. Our mission includes
making it easier for the public to understand the
reasons for conservation and protection of sea
turtles. There are several touch screen applications
in our Centre providing information to visitors.
Educative boards provide information about the
biology and anatomy of sea turtles as well as the
threats they encounter. It is possible to watch videos
of sea turtles that were recorded during research. We
have a team of biologists and biology students willing
to give their best to answer your every question. It is
even possible to observe the sea turtles through the
transparent pool walls.

lo g

W

hile in search of bottlenose dolphins, we
often came across sick or injured sea turtles. Our
researchers used to transport injured animals to the
Marine turtle rescue Centre which is part of Aquarium
Pula. At the time, this was the only centre in Croatia
specialized for helping hurt sea turtles. Establishing
the Sea Turtle Rescue Centre on Lošinj enabled us
to help them much faster, without causing additional
stress by transporting them to Pula. After recovery,
we can release them somewhere in the vicinity of the
spot where they were initially found.

Sea turtles are the only reptiles living in the
Adriatic Sea. There are three species present in
the Mediterranean: the leatherback sea turtle
(Dermochelys coriacea), the green sea turtle
(Chelonia mydas) and the most common one, the
loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta). There are
presently no nesting sites in Croatia that we know of.
However, populations of loggerhead sea turtles use
the Adriatic as their feeding and wintering habitat.
These individuals come from sandy beaches in the
eastern Mediterranean. The leatherback is the rarest
sea turtle species in the Adriatic. These animals have
no nesting sites in the Mediterranean. They nest in
the Atlantic Ocean instead. Although sea turtles have
been swimming the oceans since 150 million years
ago, nowadays they are confronted by many threats.

rescue centre

The project is co-funded
by the European Union,
Instrument for PreAccession
Assistance
The centre has been established as part of the project
“Network for the Conservation of Cetaceans and Sea Turtles in
the Adriatic - NETCET” co-financed through EU IPA Adriatic Cross
Border Cooperation programme.

T

he President of the Republic of Croatia, Mr
Ivo Josipović, opened the Sea Turtle Rescue
Centre in Mali Lošinj on the 19th of July. The
Centre was opened in cooperation with the
City of Mali Lošinj, Mali Lošinj Tourist Board
and Jadranka Group, which allowed us to
use the building in the pool area of Family
Hotel Vespera. (link).
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Sea turtle handling and first aid
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On the 1

of July the whole country was
celebrating Croatia entering the European Union.
We had an additional reason for celebration because
the 21st Dolphin Day took place in Veli Lošinj. This
manifestation is already well known among the locals
and regular visitors to the island of Lošinj. The main
idea was to introduce the Adriatic Dolphin Project to
the public and explain its importance in protection
of these endangered animals and its role in the local
community. The event outgrew its main idea. Today
it enables visitors to learn about important topics
concerning nature protection and to find out about
other activities of the Blue World Institute.
st

The program started with an Open Door event in the
animation area of Family Hotel Vespera. We decided
to try a slightly different approach by extending the
event to Sunčana Bay in Mali Lošinj. By doing this, we
involved guests from the hotel as well as the children
from the island. This was the first time locals had the
opportunity to participate in the education program
of the hotel. Art workshops were held using natural
material previously collected by the children near the
shore. The main theme was marine life. Once again,
the children showed that their love of the sea knows
no language barriers.
Activities in Veli Lošinj started during the afternoon.
We set up an art exhibition in front of the Lošinj
Marine Education Centre, where visitors could
enjoy looking at children’s paintings throughout the
day. Various events were held, starting with an art
workshop for children named “Do it yourself”, where
participants were making origami marine animals.
Children showed great interest for this demanding
technique and astonished us with their skill and
patience. The results of their work were schools of
paper fish, colourful whales and dolphins, that many

21st Dolphin day

participants took home as a souvenir. The youngest
of them all were making sea turtles from paper plates,
and some even got a temporary tattoo.
Many children gathered in front of the Centre before
the start of the traditional game „Treasure hunt“.
There was huge interest for participating in this
game in the week before the event, so all available
places were taken. Many joined just before the race
took place, so we ended up with around a hundred
children at the start line. You could feel the excitement
and tension rising in the air seconds before everyone
took off. As soon as the whistle was blown, the
teams went in separate directions. The teams were
handed out maps to help them orient themselves
and find locations with the assignments. Challenges
were composed of different biological assignments.
Team work, precision and speed were essential for
resolving them. The first group to cross the finish line
was team “Whales”, having also scored the highest
on the tasks.
At the same time, a water polo tournament was held in
Rovenska Bay. Six teams participated and the score
was tight until the last second. In this demanding
competition, the local team “Veli Lošinj” won.
The activities finished and the winners were
announced in front of the Lošinj Marine Education
Centre. Teams “Whales” and “Veli Lošinj” were
rewarded for their effort and the prize for best painting
went to Lena Kunda from Mali Lošinj. Following this
event, students from the Language School “Agora”
sung in English. Their songs were about marine life.
The 21st Dolphin Day ended in the late night hours
with a great concert by a young songwriter Irena
Žilić. Her peaceful voice helped us relax after a day
full of adrenaline and activities.
Napisala: Paula Počanić
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Striped dolphin
Stenella coeruleoalba
This year we organised and conducted
a second aerial survey to determine the
abundance of whales, dolphins and sea
turtles in the Adriatic. We flew nearly
14.000 km and had more than 180
sightings during the 100 hours of flight.
Among others, we saw several species
of cetaceans (Cetacea) - bottlenose
dolphins, striped dolphins and Risso’s
dolphins as well as Cuvier’s beaked
whale.

Seismic survey in the
Adriatic

From the media in 2013

A

Bottlenose dolphin
research in
Montenegro
T

he Blue World Institute and the Institute
for Marine Biology from Kotor conducted the first
cetacean survey in Montenegro. This research was
done as a part of the project “NETCET- Network
for the Conservation of Cetaceans and Sea Turtles
in the Adriatic”, co-financed by IPA Adriatic CBC
programme. The aim is to establish baseline
information on the population of bottlenose dolphins
inhabiting coastal waters of Montenegro and start
the regular photo-identification surveys. You can see
some of the fotage in this short video.

WATCH THE VIDEO!
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nother seismic survey of the Adriatic
started on July 7th 2013. The aim of this survey
is finding oil and gas deposits that can later be
exploited. It was announced the survey will be
conducted in the Ecological and Fisheries Protected
Zone as well as parts of Croatian territorial waters.
We are very concerned about the fact there was no
environmental impact assessment prior to the start
of this survey.
A seismic survey is one of the most invasive methods
of research in the marine environment and can cause
severe damage to all of its inhabitants. The research
vessel tows a series of so called “air guns”, followed
by hydrophones. The air guns discharge compressed
air every 10 seconds, creating explosions. The
created sound waves travel deep into the Earth`s
crust where they are reflected from various obstacles
and returned back to the surface. They are recorded
by hydrophones allowing for complex calculations
based on the speed of the reflection. This will in turn
give a geological image of the seabed. Geological
maps contain information that can be used to
establish locations of oil and gas deposits.
The noise and the pressure created by the underwater
explosions can have serious consequences for
marine life. Imagine living in a space where a
powerful explosion goes off every 10 seconds for
the next three months! Depending on the distance
from the air guns, explosions can kill or injure marine
organisms. The noise is forcing the animals to flee,
leaving behind a barren underwater landscape.
Many institutions and international agreements have
issued warnings concerning the possible negative
consequences, especially for cetaceans. There is
no transparent and extensive environmental impact
assessment in existence which would address the
possible threats. In addition, the survey is conducted
without any independent surveillance. This makes
current activities in the Adriatic even more dangerous
in respect to fauna.

Click on the image
to view the story!
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Join us!

Eco-volunteering

The Blue World Institute invites students of biology,
veterinary and other related courses to get involved
in our work through participating in an internship
programme. You will be included in everyday activities
such as data collection and analysis, working in the
Lošinj Marine Education Centre, giving lectures,
etc. This programme enables you to meet students
from different countries and allows you to share your
experiences. Your accommodation will be organized
in our research base in Veli Lošinj where you will be
placed together with other students, researchers and
volunteers from the Blue World Institute. Common
daily duties such as cooking and/or housekeeping
are divided among all.

Eco-volunteering in Blue World Institute is a
programme for motivated individuals regardless
of their occupation, who want to participate in the
research of bottlenose dolphins. The programme last
for two weeks and takes place in two locations, the
Kvarnerić and north Dalmatia. Eco-volunteers willing
to participate are accommodated in the research
base and headquarters of the Blue World Institute in
Veli Lošinj. They use a 6-meter long inflatable boat to
conduct the research. Eco-volunteers who wish to
work in north Dalmatia spend their time on a 14-meter
long sailing boat “Anika”, adapted for research. The
area covered includes Kornati National Park and
parts of north Dalmatia. All volunteers participate in
everyday chores, gain experience gathering data in
the field as well as working in the office. At the same
time, they can enjoy the sea and the sun.

Visit our webpage and find out more about the
internship programme in the Blue World Institute
(www.blue-world.org/en/get-involved/internship/).

Visit our webpage and find out more about the
possibilities of participating in this programme
(www.blue-world.org/en/get-involved/volunteer/).

Internship programme

Earth Day clean-up activities
On April 22

we celebrated Earth Day
by cleaning up the building in the harbour of Mali
Lošinj, formerly used as part of an army base. We
were given permission to found the future Marine
Science Centre at this location. There was a lot
of work to be done but, thanks to the volunteers,
we managed to prepare the space for future
adaptation. Thanks everyone, you did a great
job!
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New Years’s Eve and Christmas are coming...

GET TO KNOW OUR DOLPHINS
Here you can find out more about the dolphins that are available
for adoption. Choose the one you like the most and support our
research and conservation activities as well as the protection of
their natural habitat.

...which presents should I give out?

IVA

N
Ivan is a playful young dolphin,
born in 2002. He often
entertains us with magnificent
jumps.

Christmas hollidays are nearly here.
Do you have a collection of warm, winter socks or woolen
jumpers with Rudolph smiling back at you? Do you feel
that your presents are remarkably similar to these? Would
you like to give a completely different present this year?

SA

JO

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE PACKAGES...

O

+385 51 604 666
info@blue-world.org

AG

Santiago is a young female
dolphin who bought our hearts
when she brought a caught fish
in front of our boat.

Adopt a dolphin as a gift to your special someone and give
out something that counts!

NT
I

P

TA

Jop is joyful and curious
young dolphin with a unique,
underdeveloped dorsal fin
that makes him so special.

C

ADOPT A DOLPHIN
Your present will be entirely personal because the adoption certificate will contain
the name of the adopter. At the same time, your money will be put to good use.
These funds will be used for bottlenose dolphin conservation and the protection
of the beautiful Adriatic Sea.

Fill in the
adoption
form!

Make sure you contact us on time so we can prepare your certificate before
Christmas. A few days later, you will receive your very own adoption package,
ready to be giftwraped and placed underneath the Christmas tree.

A

Boa is a female that we usually
encounter in the waters around
the island of Vis. Her unusual
behaviour caught our attention she breathes through the mouth.
Despite this she is a very caring
mother.

S

BO

Tac is an adult female, known
from earlier as a tender baby
sitter. Since 2008 she is a caring
mother to her first calf.

IR

VI D
DA

Sir David is a charismatic and
dominant male. This true group
leader often approaches our
boat and jumps, showing his
strength.

You can adopt a dolphin by filling in the form and sending it by post or if you prefer,
you can do it online at www.blue-world.org/en/get-involved/adopt-a-dolphin/
adopt-online/.
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T-SHIRTS

These original items make for great presents!
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Darinka is a loggerhead sea
turtle we found severely injured
near the island of Vis in 2012.
She ingested a hook from a
commercial longline and the line
was entangled in the intestine.
After recovery, the tagged turtle
was released to the wild. The
entire story can be found in last
year’s issue of Aquamarine or on
our Facebook page.
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DARINKA

Decorate your refrigerator with unique magnets, bring an environmentally friendly canvas bag to the store and
make your keys stand out with a great keyring.
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Choose one
of the three
informative
designs!
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Perhaps you are fond of Darinka the loggerhead sea turtle,
the mediterranean monk seal Švora or the bottlenose dolphin
Sir David? All three of them? Choose the motif you like and
give these unique t-shirts to someone special!

WORKBOOKS
Choose one of the five different workbooks your
children will enjoy and use for learning about the sea.

ŠVORA
Švora has become a celebrity in the
past few years. This mediterranean
monk seal has been filmed on many
occasions. News of encounters have
been published in newspapers as well
as in the primetime news on Croatian
Radiotelevision. Our researchers had
the opportunity to see this animal from
up-close. You can find out more about
this sighting here.

Introduce
your children
to marine
life!

SIR DAVID
Sir David found his place on a
t-shirt showing different aspects
of the ecology and biology of
bottlenose dolphins. Visit our
Facebook page and find news
about this charismatic male
dolphin.

No matter what you choose, we are certain you will be satisfied with the packages. You can be even
more content because your donation will be put to good use. These funds go towards conservation
and protection of the Adriatic and its inhabitants!

Merry Christmas and a happy New Year!
Your Blue World Institute
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With support from

Kids corner

Ministry of Science,
Education and Sports of
the Republic of Croatia

Ministry of Regional
Development and EU Funds of
the Republic of Croatia

Ministry of Tourism of
the Republic of Croatia

Find the hidden words
in the crossword!
ALGAE
CRAB
JELLYFISH
MUSSEL
SEA URCHIN
SPONGE
SQUID
STARFISH

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY FUND

Support us
If you wish to join our sponsors and donators,
please send us an e-mail to the following
address info@blue-world.org.
You can find out more about the Corporate
Social Responsibility Partnership here:
www.blue-world.org/media/files/CSR_22x22_
ENG_FINweb__.pdf

The project “Network for the Conservation of Cetaceans and Sea Turtles in
the Adriatic - NETCET” is co-funded by the EU IPA Adriatic Cross Border
Cooperation programme.

Connect the
red dots and
find out who
is hiding in the
wave!

In cooperation with

INSTITUTE FOR OCEANOGRAPHY AND FISHERIES

Sponsors

Contact
Blue World Institute
of Marine Research and Conservation
Kaštel 24
51551 Veli Lošinj
Croatia
Tel: +385 51 604 666 Fax: +385 51 604 668
e-mail: info@blue-world.org
www.blue-world.org
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Fill in the information of the adoption receiver

Adopt a dolphin
When you adopt a dolphin you will receive an Adoption pack that includes a personalized adoption certificate, photo
of your chosen dolphin with informative text, a yearly issue of “Akvamarin”, attractive bookmarks and lefalets on BW
projects. Depending on your wish you may choose any of the following Adoption packs that also include the following
(thick the one you want):

1.

Individual adoption

4.

200kn / 27€ – postage within Croatia
300kn / 40€ – postage outside Croatia



adoption pack
Blue World supporting membership card

2.

Individual adoption plus

300kn / 40€ – postage within Croatia
400kn / 53€ – postage outside Croatia

300kn / 40€ – postage within Croatia
400kn / 53€ – postage outside Croatia








adoption pack
Blue World supporting membership card
a customised T-shirt saying "I adopted a
dolphin"
Kids size: ____ cm or ____ age or ____ size
Adults size: S
M
L
XL
XXL

3.

Family adoption

350kn / 47€ – postage within Croatia
450kn / 60€ – postage outside Croatia




adoption pack
a high quality poster (100cm x 35cm) with
bottlenose dolphins
additional surprise

School and kindergarten
dolphin adoption

adoption pack
an A3 poster with bottlenose dolphins
and additional information
a CD-ROM with lectures, games, video
etc.

5.

Company adoption

800kn / 107€ – postage within Croatia
900kn / 120€ – postage outside Croatia




adoption pack
a high quality poster (100cm x 35cm)
with bottlenose dolphins
office pack that includes A4 paper bloc,
pencils and a mouse pad

Choose the language of your Adoption pack
CROATIAN

ENGLISH

GERMAN

ITALIAN

NAME and SURNAME (for adoption packs 1 and 2): ____________________________________
FAMILY NAME (for adoption pack 3): _______________________________________________
SCHOOL or KINDERGARTEN NAME (for adoption pack 4): _______________________________
COMPANY NAME (for adoption pack 5): _____________________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________________
COUNTRY: ____________________________________________________________________
E_MAIL (of the contact person for adoption packs 3, 4, 5): ______________________________
If you want us to send the Adoption pack to your (or some other) address so that you can
personally give it to the adoptee, enter the information here:
NAME and SURNAME: __________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________
COUNTRY: ___________________________________________________________________

PAYMENT INSTRUCTIONS
Payments can be made in the Lošinj Marine Education Centre or on the bank account:

Which dolphin would you like to adopt?
Ivan - Ivan is a playful young dolphin, born in 2002. He often entertains us with
magnificent jumps
Santiago - Santiago is a young female dolphin who bought our hearts when she brought a
caught fish in front of our boat
Jop - Jop is joyful and curious young dolphin with a unique, underdeveloped dorsal fin
that makes him so special
Tac - Tac is an adult female, known from earlier as a tender baby sitter. Since 2008 she is
a caring mother to her first calf
Sir David - Is a charismatic and dominant male. This natural born leader often approaches our
boat and jumps, displaying his strength
Boa - is a female often encountered around island of Vis. She caught our attention with
unusual behaviour – Boa breaths on her mouth. Despite that, she is a caring mother

Within Croatia
in local currency on the account: HR0923600001101307847, Zagrebačka banka
Outside of Croatia:
Zagrebačka banka, Ilica 241, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia
SWIFT: ZABAHR2X
IBAN: HR0923600001101307847

To adopt a dolphin fill out this form and send it together with payment receipt via e-mail, fax or mail
to: Blue World, Kaštel 24, 51551 Veli Lošinj, Croatia.
Fax: +385 51 604 668. E-mail: info@blue-world.org
For further information about Adopt a dolphin program, visit the web page:
http://www.blue-world.org/en/get-involved/adopt-a-dolphin/adopt-online/

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

